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I. Introduction

a. Trading vs Investing

b. Volume and Chart Patterns

c. Chart Properties

d. Chart Types

II. Introduction to Risk / Reward Ratio

a. Expected Risk / Return Ratio

b. Expected Gain / Loss Ratio

c. Expected Return

III. Introduction to Economic Data and Market Moving Events

a. Employment

b. Interest Rates

c. Consumer Price Index

d. Durable Goods Orders

IV. Introduction to Technical Indicators

a. Trend Indicators

b. Volume Indicators

c. Overbought/Oversold Indicators

d. Oscillators

V. A Review of Chart Patterns and Technical Indicators

a. Continuation Patterns

b. Formation Patterns

c. Symmetrical

d. Triangular

E. Practice and Homework: Designing Trading Chart Patterns

VI. Chart Patterns

a. Head and Shoulders

b. Inverse Head and Shoulders

c.双重 Tops and Bottoms

d. Round Numbers

e. Channels

F. Practice and Homework: Trading Chart Patterns

G. Market Hypothesis (EMH)

a. Conventional Economic Theories vs. Psychology

b. Incorporating Technical Analysis and Market Phases and Market Environments into Trading Models

1. Review of Market Conditions

2. Review of Market Patterns

3. Review of Basic Market Psychology

a. Investor Sentiment Hypothesis vs. Behavioral Economics

b. Correlation of Price and Effective Market Hypothesis (EMH)

9. Volume

a. Volume and Chart Patterns

b. Volume and Price Reversals
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Follow Us on Twitter @philscott                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Like Us on Facebook @Philippines Securities Commission

Talk to Us. Talk to Philip. To find out more, call 02-57 800 999
email: customercare@philpot.co
visit www.philpot.co

Beginner (Rp 600.000/nasabah, Rp 900.000/non nasabah)
Intermediate (Rp 800.000/nasabah, Rp 1.100.000/non nasabah)
Advanced (Rp 1.000.000/nasabah, Rp 1.300.000/non nasabah)
School of Technical Analysis

Technical Analysis Modules

I. Introduction to Trading

- Understanding the Technical Market
- Types of Trend
- Identifying Trend
- Trend Lines
- Markets

II. Support and Resistance

- Support and Resistance
- Support and Resistance
- Support and Resistance

III. Market Hypothesis (EMH)

- Market Hypothesis

IV. Introduction to Technical Indicators

- Technical Indicators

V. A Review of Chart Patterns and Technical Indicators

- Chart Patterns

VI. A Review of Market Contexts

- Basic Market Psychology

VII. Fibonacci Studies

- Fibonacci Studies

VIII. Financial Markets

- Financial Markets

IX. Review of Chart Patterns and Technical Indicators

- Chart Patterns

X. Practice and Homework: Designing Simple Trading Models / Strategies

- Designing Simple Trading Models / Strategies

XI. Review of Simple Trading Models: Strengths and Weaknesses

- Strengths

XII. Practice and Homework Designing Advanced Trading Models / Strategies

- Advanced Trading Models / Strategies

XIII. Review of Advanced Trading Models

- Advanced Trading Models

XIV. Introduction to Market Technical Identifying

- Market Technical Identifying

XV. Introduction to Risk / Reward Ratio

- Risk / Reward Ratio

XVI. Introduction to Economic Data and Market Moving Events

- Economic Data and Market Moving Events

XVII. A Review of Technical Indicators

- Technical Indicators

XVIII. A Review of Market Contexts

- Market Contexts